
Kerzenring und Blütenball mit ausgestanzten Papierblüten
Instructions No. 366
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Punching - embossing - gluing, the practical flower punch delivers lifelike petals for a wealth of creative ideas. So wall decoration and table decoration fit
together perfectly.

Flower ball

Make the flower ball as described at Stretched Canvas . However, the white
flowers here are painted with light blue chalk, not with light pink chalk. Then
transfer the template for the leaves three times to Felt and cut them out.
Emphasize the leaf veins on it with creative chalk and glue them under the
flower ball - done.

Candle Rings

For the candle rings, design the punched out flowers on both sides with
creative chalk and bead maker pen. After the
When dry, carefully pierce holes in it with the pricker needle and thread them
alternately with the white beads on approx. 50 cm silver wire 
Tip: Thread the wire twice through, so that the beads and flowers lie in a loop
and do not slip. Now wrap a ring with 5 cm diameter from aluminium wire and
twist the ends. Wrap this ring with green Satin ribbon, tie a loop at the end
and add a lilac bow. Afterwards, loosely wrap the floral wire around the ring.
Finally, thread 3 lilac-coloured decorative beads on silver wire, make a loop
and twist it. Repeat this process twice more with a little distance between
the beads, so that three groups of beads are together. Make several
of these trios and attach them to the candle ring so that they are on the
outside above the flower ring.

Article number Article name Qty
600194 VBS Polystyrene ball, Ø 8 cm 1
708500 Creative set Coloured paper & photo cardboard, set of 50 1
130479 VBS Special mat 1
304672-07 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlBlue 1
650120-32 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmGrass green 1
110655 UHU creativ "Styrofoam & Craft Foil 1
643405-80 Glass wax beads, Ø 4 mm, 100 piecesPearl White 1
670005 Silver wire 0.3 mm, 150 m 1
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